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Pedaiaceae tubliflare sesmumindicum
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About recurring in Turkey and Russia Trade Affairs in 
agriculture 

In oct.10.2016 Vladimir Putin and Erdohan 
visited in world Energy congress in Istanbul.

They agreed on a huge project for a 900km.
Pipe line to transfer Russian gas to Turkey and 
Europe.  In this visit they solved their problems 
about exporting agricultural crops to  Russia. 
In last few months we began to export some 
agricultural products to  Russia because of 
banning  from Turkey. But now, there is not good 
news for our  farmers and exporters and it is better to revision our mind about our presence 
in agriculture Trade Markets.

       

Comprehensive plan of Action joint (CPAJ), and Agriculture
Economists, politicians, planners, reporters and many of other people expected to see the 

CPAJ (Bar Jam) effect on the Iranian society and their life’s. Iranian government spent many 
many days, months and years to solve this international problem.

All of the farmers and agriculture sector want to see the direct and indirect results of those 
negotiations and arguments. 

It is a question from agriculture ministry that what we have achieved for agriculture 
sector, what the amount of investments, how many are the joint projects and what about the 
new irrigation systems, greenhouses, fisheries, mechanization and so on. We think it was (a 
tempest in a teapot)    

Farmers Appreciate Trashkadeh company to Manufacture 
equipped Tapped Row planter

Many years ago somebody said: (in new irrigation 
system, we have to hide the water from the sun). 

He emphasized: sun radiations are very high in our 
country that causes high evaporation in water. So, we 
have to send the water underground.

Trashkadeh Company has manufactured a row 
planter that equipped with tape irrigation system that 
showed in 7th agriculture infrastructers Exhibition in 
Karaj. That implement approved by users and they are 
satisfied by it. 



Three main principles to releas from poultry price fluctuation

Price poultry has had many fluctuations in last few 
years and all of the producers have suffered a lot of losses. 
This condition is continued, so all of the producers and 
decision makers must consider to three main principles: 
first, sustainable planning according to every month and 
geographical sectors in the country. 

Second, all of the producers must know their 
responsibilities and be coordinate with their 
organizations and the third is to export the extra of poultry 
meat according to political and economical protocols to 
neighbor countries.     

Controversy on Econmic Agriculture concept 
In last issue (176) we pointed to release from traditional agriculture and increase 

theefficiency to reach economical agriculture. Somebodies believe that all of the produce 
activities are economical.  But to analyze this concept, there are differences between 
agriculture economy or every in dustrial, service and produced activities. 

So, agriculture economy and economical agriculture are two different concepts. Modern 
industrial agriculture is the final function in international economical markets.

Cooperation document signed between  Jihad – e-keshavarzi 
Ministry, Icarda and simmyt

The main goal of this project is to promote the grain 
production and food safety by dry farming systems. This 

project will be done in 905,500 hac.for wheat, barley and 
pean in four 

proviences Kermanshah, Lorestar, Kurdistan and Eastern 
Azarbaijan.  Iran will invest about 11milion dollars for this 
project. According to this report a joint project will carry out 
in cooperation 

with (simmyt) to promote wheat efficiency in Fars, 
Khuzestan, and

 GolesTan proviences in 6 Years. Iran will allocate 20 million dollars for
 this project. Eng. Mahmood Hojati, agriculture minister said in signing 
ceremony of these projects: we hope to increase 25% wheat crop in dry 
farming, respectively. He added: a new door will open in Iran 
cooperation and International reacerch centers.
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